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Buildings have a profound effect on 
the human psyche. 
Lives slowly unfold within their 
spaces. 
Society either dictates, or is dictated 
by them. 
In a sense, they become living 
things, constantly communicating 
through their spatial qualities and 
capable of being manipulated to suit 
changing needs and desires. Yet, the 
human element is often neglected… 
buildings become empty shells 
designed for an average human 
being or for a specifi c function. The 
objective becomes the profi tability of 
capital to attain a desired form versus 
that which they could be:     
Enablers. 
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Resistance toward the Name change 
Floor detail in Polley’s Arcade 

Tshwane/ Pretoria landmarks
Tshwane Skyline

All illustrations are by the author unless otherwise specifi ed.
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Menlyn Park: eastern suburbs 

Two homeless “residents” of Sunnyside  
 Intersection on Jacob Maree_ formal and informal meet.

Representation of the determining features of the city: topography,  rivers and roads 
Pretoria/ Tshwane in the world context

Diagrammatic representation of the main movement routes, activity nodes, intersections and commercial hubs in the city centre.

Aerial photo of central Tshwane. [GIS UP, 2005]
 Aerial photo of Sunnyside. [GIS UP, 2005]

Site in relation to landmarks and activity nodes
 Land uses within Sunnyside: commercial, residential and other.

Sunnyside usage construction_  a locus with further development opportunities. 

Site in relation to major vehicular movement routes 
Aerial photo showing the site and surrounding streets

Figure ground study of central Sunnyside
Ground fi gure of central Sunnyside showing high and low densities

Site Construction considering nodes, views, edges, activity areas, linkages and green features 
3D view over the site from the South-East showing the existing buildings 

Photos of the neighbouring buildings of various scales and plotted on map 
Views over or from the site mapped on an aerial photo. 

The 50 and 100 year Walkerspruit fl oodlines between Bourke and Cilliers street. [Tshwane City Engineer, 2005]

Photos of Walkerspruit as it meanders through the site. 
“Nou kan ‘n mens behoorlik wandel.” Beeld article showing the upgraded Walkerspruit trail [Unknown, 1984]

Mapping the types of trees on site 
Author’s interpretation of the climatic conditions and the architectural consequences. 
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Possible activities and programmes within the centre [Digitally enhanced image sourced from Tony Stone Images:1998]

Diagrammatic representation of public/private activities and their interaction

Map of the site selection criteria over the city centre 
The sponsors and client representative, N. Quincompoix [LGA], N. Motha [PTA] and L. Benn [Handle]

Sensuous  exploration of architectural space
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Illus. 36: Fashion and its cyclic nature [Digital manipulation from Elle [spain]: January 2005: 23}

Rennaissance principles of proportions [Fletcher: 1975: 265]
Palladio’s Villa Rotonda, 1569. Classical revival. [Norwich: 1979: 149]
August Perret’s new conrete appartments on Rue Franklin, Paris, 1902. [Norwich: 1979: 228]
Maison Stoclet by Josef Hoffmann, Brussels, 1911. The new Art Nouveau inspired geometry 

 Villa Savoye, by Le Corbusier, Poissy, 1929. The Modern Movement emerges 
Villa Savoye: the 5 principles of the Modern Movement [Norwich: 1979: 241] 
Post-Modernism: AT&T by Phillip Johnson, 1983. [Thames and Hudson: 1989: 268]
Deconstruction: Parc de la Villette by Bernard Tshumi, Paris, 1984 [ Digital manipulation based on image of the plan from Glusberg: 1991]
A new system for architecture, based on fi xed rules and associations similar to an equation [Digitally enhanced manipulation]

Examples of sensuous architecture, rich in experiential qualities.  [Digitally enhanced manipulation including, images of de las Casas, Moneo, Hadid, Torres and Chillidas]

Alvar Aalto: Town Hall, Saynatsalo, 1952. Contextually responsive architecture with a rich experiential quality [Simon & Shuster, 1971: 39]

The effects of space extend beyond the brain to the rest of the body.  [Digitally enhanced manipulation from an image in The Architectural Record, Vol 197, p120]
Examples of placemaking include, drama, shadows, nature and mystery. Images of Sanaksenao’s work have been digitally manipulated and overlaid by examples of perception
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Mental Mechanics: psychology of the environment meets architectural theory [Digitally manipulated image originally by Oliver in Tony Stone images 1998]
Remember childhood! [Digitally manipulated image originally by Proudpixie in Communication 2000]

Middle to lower income groups especially benefi t from child care 
Infants are born with inherent learning mechanisms 
Children have a rich variety of skills to develop and to dream [Digital manipulation from Tony Stone images, 1998]
Children learn through direct experience, especially through movement [Digital manipulation from Communication, 2000]
Spontaneous, accidental interaction between various users [Digitally enhanced manipulation from Tony stone images, 1998 : Peres, 2005]
The Brain: the basis for environmental psychology constructs [Digital manipulation from Tony Stone Images, 1998 : Peres, 2005]
Perception promotes questioning the given, and an exploration of new possibilities [Digitally enhanced manipulation from Tony stone images, 1998]
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Illus. 60: View over part of the design proposal

Illus. 79: the quality of light as a building material.
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Sketches showing the initial design concepts on plan including movement routes and axis.
Model showing aerial view of a stage of design refi nement [Sacket:2005]
The refi ned designed versus the initial conceptual computer drawings 
Diagram showing the visual links between the interior and exterior spaces.
Representation of some of the public residual, or accidental, spaces.
The exploratorium on plan and 3D 
Environments which promote learning through playing [Digitaally enhanced image]
Areas for indoor/outdoor community activities and sketches representing some spaces. 
Sketches representing some reprogrammable spaces. 
3D digital model of the fi nal design 
3D diagramme of the strctural omposition of elements
Vairous fl oor materials are shown; paving, cast in situ concrete, maosaic, rubber tiles and plywood

Passive control systems of orientation and corss-ventilation
The effects of solar angles on part of the design faicng east

Examples of timber and concrete to be used in the building design
Material examples to be sourced for the design

Arrows indicate main movement axis

The diagramme indicates the areas over which sheet metal or concrete placed.

All techincal drawings have been grouped together under a sinlge illustraion in chapter 7
Bacelona Forum, showing its form, plans and details [Digitally enhanced image sourced from architectural Review no. 216. 2004]
Plot youth centre manipulates landscape as shown in the photos and plan [Digitally enhanced image sourced from architectural Review no. 249:2004]
Yokohama terminal [Digitally enhanced image sourced from Domus no. 851. 2004]

Casa da musica create form by wrapping programme and eanalyses traditional spaces [Digitally enhanced image sourced from Architectural Review no. 
223. 2004]
Faraday Precinct. Images show some spaces within the area are still not used [Digitally enhanced image sourced from Architectural Digest South Africa 2004]
Informal activities occuring throughout Tshwane.
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ntroduction

Mindscape, the subject of 
this dissertation, is a centre 
for creative and holistic 
development  in Sunnyside, 
which will demonstrate 
how built environments 
communicate with users 
through their perception 
and sensory exploration. 
The topic covers various 
fi elds. The context of the 
study will be discussed 
initially, followed by the 
brief itself. Thereafter, the 
fi ndings resulting from 
research conducted in the 
fi elds of developmental 
and environmental 
psychology will be provided. 
Architectural theory will 
then be investigated. 
The study will conclude 
with the interpretation of 
these fi ndings into a new 
architectural form, supported 
by design studies and 
analytical tools.
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